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A CHARACTERISATION OF LIPSCHITZ
CLASSES ON FINITE DIMENSIONAL GROUPS

WALTER R. BLOOM

Abstract. An analogue of a theorem of S. N. Bernstein is developed for

certain metric locally compact abelian groups. This, together with a corre-

sponding Jackson-type theorem, gives a characterisation in terms of their

Fourier transforms of the Lipschitz functions defined on a compact abelian

group with finite topological dimension.

Let G denote a metric locally compact abelian (LCA) group, with transla-

tion-invariant metric d, and character group T. We shall choose Haar

measures X, 9 for G, T respectively so that PlanchereFs theorem is valid.

It will be necessary to specify metrics for various standard groups, together

with their finite products and homomorphic images. The real line R will be

taken with its usual Euclidean metric. For any infinite first countable 0-

dimensional LCA group G we take a neighbourhood basis (VQ at zero

consisting of a strictly decreasing sequence of compact open subgroups of G

(for the existence of such a basis see [4, (7.7)]), any strictly decreasing sequence

(Bn) of positive numbers tending to zero, and define d on G X G by

d(x,y) = Bn+X,       x - y G y,\Vn+x,

= Bx, x-yGVx,

= 0, x = v.

It is easy to verify that d so obtained is a translation-invariant metric on G

which generates the given topology. In the particular case when G = Aa, the

group of a-adic integers, where a = (a0,ax,...) and each an is an integer

greater than 1, we take the previous metric defined with respect to the basis

(A„); here A„ is the compact open subgroup of Aa given by

A„ = {x G Aa: xk = 0 for k < n).

Given metric LCA groups iG,d), iG',d'), the product group G X G' will

always be metrised by

d"((x,x'),(y,y')) = max{d(x,y),d'(x',y')}.

If H is a closed subgroup of G we metrise the quotient group G/H by
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d*(x + H,y + H) = inf{d(a,b): a E x + H,b E y + H}.

The character group rGxG- of a product G X G' is topologically isomorphic

with the product rc X TG,; a typical element [y,y'| of rGxG- is defined by

\y,y'\((x,x')) = y(x)y'(x'),       (x,x') E GxG',

where y E TG, y' E TG-. Given sets T C TG, T' C rG- we shall write

[T,T] = {[y,y']: y e T,y' E T'}.

If H is a closed subgroup of G then the character group TG,H of G/H is

topologically isomorphic with A(T, H) (the annihilator of H in T) where, to

each y E A(T,H), there corresponds y+ E TG,H such that

y+(x + H) = y(x),        x E G.

Given E C A(T, H) we write

Z+ ={y+ ETG/H:yEZ).

We shall also denote by 77W the natural homomorphism of G onto G/H.

The theorems of Jackson and Bernstein (see [6, Chapter 3, Theorems (13.6),

(13.20)] respectively) connect the modulus of continuity of a function / with

the degree of approximation of/by functions with (certain) compact spectra.

The mean modulus of continuity with exponent p of / is given by

u>(p;f;8) = sup{\\raf - f\\p: d(a,0) < 5},

where raf: x -»/(x — a). If / E LP(G) has the property

<o(p;/;S) = 0(8a),       8 > 0,

for some a > 0, then we say that / is of Lipschitz order a. The functions of

Lipschitz order a form a subspace of LP(G), which we denote by Lip^a.

The spectrum S(/) is defined as in [4, (40.21)] for/ E LX(G), and by

2(/)= U{2(<|> ./):* E Coq(G)}

(where C00(G) denotes the space of continuous functions on G with compact

support)   for  / E LP(G), p E [1, oo).   When  p = 1   we   find   that   S(/)

= supp (/).

We write

4(G) = {/ E If(G): 2(/) CT},

£T(p;/) = inf{||/-4,:z E LPT(G)},

«T(fl) = sup{|y(a) - 1|: y E T},    a E G;

in the above expressions T is a nonvoid subset of T.

Our first result is the following analogue of Bernstein's theorem:

Theorem 1. Let G be a metric LCA group. Suppose we have an ascending

family {T„}^=1 of symmetric compact neighbourhoods of zero in T, a sequence
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(Bn) of positive numbers smaller than 1, and positive constants C, K, ju(jw < 1)

such that for each n G (1,2,...},
(a) wT (a) < CB~ld(a,0), a G G,

(b) /Ci < W8„,
(c) 9(3Tn) < K9(%).

Then any f G LP(G) with the property that ETn(p;f) = 0(B"+X) for some

a > 0 satisfies

u(p;f;8) = 0(8a), 0 < a < 1,

= 0(8|log5|), a = 1,

= 0(8), a > 1.

Proof. Firstly we note that, with a slight modification of the proof, the

lemma in [1] is valid for any LCA group (consider weak*-cluster points rather

than weak*-convergent subsequences). This guarantees that for each n there

exists  t* G L^G)  for  which  E^(p;f) = \\f - t*\\p.   By  assumption

11/-?„*!!,< BB°+X

for some constant B > 0. Defining

sx = tx*;    sn-t*-t*_x        (n G (2,3,...})

we have (recall that (Bn) is decreasing)

k l|p < II'* - f% + 11/ " '*-] WP < 2BB«       (n G {2,3,...}).

Hence we can find B' > 0 such that for all n G {1,2,...}

(1) \\sn\\p<B'Ban.

Now 22-i sk = '* converges in LP(G) to/as n -* oo. Consequently, for

any a G G, Ta(2£=i sk) " 2£=i J* converges in 11(G) to rj - f as n -* co,

and

co m co

(2) k/-/^ < 2 lka** - jjjp < 2 llv, - sk\ + 2   2    IkII,-
k=\ k=\ k=m+l

The proof of [2, Theorem 1.3] can be adapted to show that

\\rask-sk\\p< 4^9(3%)/9(Tk)^j    «fc(a)|Ml.

<4^'/2Cj8,-1c/(a,0)||5j^

the last step using (a) and (c) above. A combination of (1), (2) and (3) gives

m co

«(/>;/;«)< 4KX'2CB'8 2  Bak~]+2B'    2    £2
fc=l *:=m+l

for any 5 > 0.
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Now suppose that 0 < 8 < Bx, and choose nt > 1 so that Bm+X < 8

< Bm. Then, using (b),

777 OO /      f> \"

co(p;/;S) < 4A'1/2Cfi'8 2  /Sg-1 + 2B'8a    2     ( /^ )
k=\ £ = 771+1   \Pm+\/

771 9 /?'

< AKX'2CB'8 2  AT1 +i-sS".

The estimates in the statement of the theorem now follow easily as in the proof

of [1, Theorem 1].    □

We shall determine some metric groups for which families {Tn}^°=1, (Bn) can

be found satisfying (a)-(c) above.

The classical examples are the real line R and the circle group T. For

G = R, just put T„ = [-B~l,B~l] for any sequence (Bn) satisfying (b) (here

we identify TR with R). The case G = T is analogous.

It was shown in [1] that every locally compact metric 0-dimensional abelian

group G will admit such families; here we take (Bn) to be any sequence of

positive numbers smaller than 1 that satisfy (b) for some p E (0,1), and put

T„ = A(T,{x E G: d(x,0)< Bn}).

Other examples of groups admitting families {Tn}^°=1, (Bn) as above will be

obtained from finite products and homomorphic images of 0-dimensional

groups and the real line. In general for finite products we have

Theorem 2. Suppose (G,d), (G',d') are metric LCA groups that admit

families (Tn}^°=1, (Bn), (T;}^°=1, (B'n) respectively, each satisfying (a)-(c) of

Theorem 1 . Then G X G' also satisfies (a)-(c) with the families {\tn,Tn\}nx=,x,

(min{Bn,B'n)), andp" = max{p,p'}.

Proof. Property (a) follows easily from

\[y,y']((a,a')) - 1| = |y(a)y'(a') - 1|< \y(a) - 1| + \y'(a') - l\

< CB-{d(a,0) + C'B'-X d(a',0')

< (C + C')max{Bl\B'-x}d"((a, a'),(0, 0'))

for [y,y'l E [T„,T^]. The proof of (b) is trivial. For (c) we make use of the

uniqueness property of Haar measure to obtain

r(3[T„,T;l) = r([3T„,3T;l) = r,9(3Tn)9'(3Tn)

< r,KK'9(rn)9'(Tn) = KK'9"(\\,Tn\),

where 17 is some positive constant.    □

Our corresponding result for homomorphic images is a little more restric-

tive; here we consider G/H, where H is a compact subgroup of G.

Theorem 3. Let G be a metric LCA group that admits families {Tn}n*'=x, (Bn)

satisfying (a)-(c) of Theorem 1. If H is a compact subgroup of G then G/H also

satisfies (a)-(c) with the families {(T„ PI A(T,H)) }n*Lx, (Bn) and the same

constant p.
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Proof. To show that (a) is satisfied, consider y+ G (T„ n A(T,H))+ and

a G G. For any b G a + H,

\y+(a + H)-l\ = \y+(b + H) - 1| = \y(b) - 1|< CB~l d(b,0).

Hence

\y+(a + H) - 1| < CB~l inf{d(b,0): b G a + H) = CB~xd*(a + H,H).

Obviously (b) holds with the same (Bn), ji. For the proof of (c) we require H

to be compact, so that A(T, H) is open; here, for some positive constant tj,

0*(3(T„ n A(T,H))+) = 9*((3(Tn n A(T,H)))+) = t,0(3(T„ n A(T,H)))

< t,at»(t„ n ^(r,//)) = K9*((rn n /i(r,//))+),

as required.    □

Our main example of a finite dimensional compact abelian group, namely

the a-adic solenoid 2„, is not covered by Theorems 2 and 3. We define 2a by

2a = (R X AJ/B,

where B is the cyclic discrete subgroup of RxA, generated by (1, u),

u = (1,0,0,...).  "
A metric d* will be given for Ea according to the specifications in the

beginning of this paper. We assert that the families {Tn}^L,, (Bn) satisfy

(a)-(c), where

T„ = (l[-B-l,B-'],A(T^,A„)] n ^(rRXA.,i?))+.

Now Theorems 2, 3 apply to show that (a), (b) hold. To prove that (c) holds

for the above choice of {T„}„ = x, set

K = ^*(([(o,i],^(rAt,A„)l n A(TRx^t,B))+).

For each m G Z,

9*H\im,m + l]„4(rvA„)l n ^(rRxAg,fi))+)

= 9*i\m,0]+ + (|(0,lM(rAi,AJ] n AiTRx^,B))+) = k,

where we have used the translation-invariance of 9*   (note  that  \m, 0] G

^f(rRxA..fi))-Hence

fl*(3T„) < ^(([[-3j8n-',3j8H-1]^(rA.,An)l n A{TRxA.,B))+)

o*(%) s  «*((I[-i8B-,,i8B-»],^(rA,,AII)]n>i(rRxA,,B))+)

< (6/3;1 + 2)/(2j8„-' - 2)< 4

for n suitably large, which is all we need to prove.    □

Now Theorem 4 of [3] can be modified to give the following analogue of

Jackson's theorem for Ea:
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Theorem 4. For each n E {1,2,...} put

Q„ = {-"-:lEZand-   < BXl\
la0«i •••<*n-\ anax ■■■an_x        Hn  j

(here we are identifying the character group of Sa with a subgroup of the group Q

of rational numbers). Then there is a constant K such that

EQn(p;f) < Ko>(p;f,TrB((-B„,Bn)xAn))

for every f E Lp(1,a) if p E [1, oo), or for every continuous f if p = oo.

It follows that if / E Lip^a for some a > 0 then

(4) EqJLfJ) = Oifi").

Combining (4) with Theorem 1, and observing that

«„ = (\[-l3;\B^],A(T^,An)\ n A(TRXX,B))+

then, under the further assumption that Bn+X = pBn for n = 1, 2, ..., we

have for the a-adic solenoid:

Theorem 5. Let a E (0,1) be given. Then f E Lip a if and only if £S2n(p;/)

= 0(B") where, for p = oo,/is taken to be continuous.

Obtaining an analogous result for finite dimensional groups is a little more

involved. First we see from [5, Lemma 1] that a finite dimensional compact

metric abelian group is topologically isomorphic with (Af X 2dimG)///, where

a is chosen so that Q is the character group of Sa, Af is the direct product of

countably many copies of Aa, dim G is the (finite) topological dimension of G,

and H is a closed 0-dimensional subgroup of Af X 2dim G. Note that

Af X Sg1™0 is compact, and hence so is H.

Now write

%n = {x E Af: xiX = xa = • • • = *,-„ = 0, i = 1,2,...,«},

U„ = % X (trB((-Bn,Bn) X A„))d,mG, and

K = *H(U„).

Let %„ (respectively %) be the open subgroup of Af X 2gimG (respectively

(Af x2dimG)/tf) generated by U„ (respectively V„) (note that <%,„ =

%„   X I,fmG) and set

V„ = *jftft ((a%n(M(rA»,<¥„),[fiJdlmG]) n A(T^,%n <X H))+)];

here we use the notation that for an open subgroup % and a closed subgroup

H of an LCA group G, c% denotes the restriction map of TG onto L^, and

v denotes   the  adjoint  of  the  natural   topological   isomorphism

v: trtfC^bi) ->%/0& AH).
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With these definitions we have,   from [3, Theorems 1-3], the existence of a

constant K such that

(5) EVn(p;f) < Ku>(p;f; V„)

for every/ GLpiiA™ X 2dimG)/H) if p G [I, oo), or for every continuous/if

p — oo.

To match this result with Theorem 1 we require that

(6) V„ = ilAiT^,%n),\Qn]dimG] n AiT^x^mC,H))+.

As part of the proof of (6) we appeal to the following general result:

Lemma. Let G be an LCA group, with a closed subgroup H and an open

subgroup %. Then, for any T C TG,

(7) %,(%)((? n a(tg>h))+) <= ""(K(T) n A(L\,^i n H))+).

Proof. First notice that both sides of the above inclusion are subsets of

Tv ^y, just use [4, (24.5)] and the property that tt^^) is an open subgroup of

gJh.
Let x G T n AiTG,H) and x G %. Then

<Wx+)(* + H) = X+(* + H) = xto-

Also r%(x) e A(T^,% n 7/) and (recall that x G %)

">%(x)+)(* + #) - <%(x)X* + tf)) = <%(x)+(* + % n //)

= <%(x)M = xW.

so that o^(%)(x+) = *-~(<>%(x)+)-    □
Unfortunately the inclusion reverse to that in (7) does not seem to hold in

general. However we can establish (the special case) (6) quite easily as follows;

consider tj e Vn and write r/ = y+, where y £ A^^^^^amcH). We know

that y = [y0, Yi , • • •, Yrfl for some Yo e rA?> and Yi> • • •. Yrf G r2. (d
= dim G). Since ol. (%)(•") can be identified with an element of

a^M(rA»,%,),[fiJdimG]) = l(0},[S2jdimG],

it is apparent that Yo G ^(1^00,%,) and yx, ..., yd G &„, that is

yG[A(T^,%n),\^n]dimG];

this gives the required result.

Now that we know that (6) holds we can appeal to (5) and Theorems 1, 2,

and 3 (the metric on A^ is chosen with respect to the basis (%,)) to obtain,

once more under the assumption that Bn+X = jiBn for n = 1,2,...:

Theorem 6. Let G be a finite dimensional compact metric abelian group. With

the notation above we have that for a G (0, 1) given, f G Lip a if and only if

E\/n(p\f) = OiB") where, for p = 00, f is taken to be continuous.
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